FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Y-Risk Celebrates First Year Anniversary

Unionville, CT (April 4, 2017) – Y-Risk, a Managing General Underwriter is pleased to be celebrating its first anniversary of operations. As a division of Allstar Financial Group, Y-Risk was developed to respond to the growing insurance needs of the Sharing and On-Demand Economy. David Brett, President of Allstar Financial Group, commented, “Y-Risk has been an exciting addition to the Allstar family of companies, we look forward to many more years of success.”

“Tomorrow’s economy is being built around a growing population that loves to live in the moment. We want to help insure that moment” comments Bernie Horovitz, CEO of Y-Risk. “Our first-year has been fascinating, we worked with many amazing entrepreneurs that are creating new and exciting businesses to change the way goods and services are traded. Our team creates unique coverages and pricing methods to help these companies grow while mitigating their risks and building trust by the users.”

Y-Risk is excited to embark upon our second year of operation. Throughout 2017 Y-Risk plans to expand our products and develop new solutions to meet the needs of tomorrow’s economy.

Y-Risk, is a division of Allstar Financial Group, an Atlanta based holding company with multiple specialty MGAs across the country. Y-Risk offers General Liability and Commercial Auto insurance products tailored to the Sharing Economy and On-Demand app enabled companies.

Additional information about Y-Risk can be found at YRisk.com
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